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ABS'rBACT 
Body image variables of religious women (N=l90) were stud-
ied before and after change from traditional to contemporary hab-
it. Body boundary was measured by Holtzman Inkblot barrier and 
penetration scores; body satisfaction by the Secord and Jourard 
Body Cathexis Scale; and acceptance of body parts by Holzberg and 
Plummer•s test. The 50 items obtained from the first testing were 
factor analyzed by using a principal axes solution with varimax 
rotations. The factor loadings clearly defined several body sat-
isfaction dimensions: body build related to hips and thighs; legs; 
and four factors relating presenting aspects of the face. Accept-
ance of body parts loaded on several factors with those body parts 
which Holzberg and Plummer claim to be normally of more concern to 
women than to men. Body boundary was analyzed by comparing a 
group who chose to remain in the traditional habit {N•l7) with a 
closely matched group who changed habit. An analysis of variance 
of barrier and penetration scores revealed no significant differ-
ences between no change and change habit groups at the time of the 
first or second testing. A statistically significant difference 
(p .01) was found within the change habit group--a significantly 
higher barrier score after habit changes This substantiates ear-
lier findings that fluctuations in body boundary result with a 
shift in the usual way of experiencing one's body. 
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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The broad area of concern in this dissertation 1• body image 
the particular tocus 1s on the relationship between body image and 
clothing. The context within which the relatedness ot body image 
to clothing choice is explored is the current adaptation of reli-
gious women. Various groups of Sisters are in transition from a 
more traditional to a more contemporary style ot living, including 
radical change of dress. Some o( these •omen may now choose e1.-
ther to remain in the traditional habit. to modify it somewhat, or 
to wear contemporary styles. Because the traditional religious 
habit is such an extreme type or clothing. the decision to change 
to contemporary styles. as well as the actual wearing of something 
so drastically different, ought to provide an opportune situation 
to study the relationship between body image variables and cloth-
ing. Thus, the apec1f1c end ln view 1n preparing this d1saerta-
t1on ls twotolda (a) to explore the body image variables that 11ay 
be factors in the decision to wear traditional or contemporary 
dressa (b) to explore the ettect ot an abrupt and extreme change 
ln dress on these body image variables. 
The main issues needing clar1t1cat1on and delineation are 
the speo1f1c body image variables being studied, and the spee1t1c 
1 
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instruments selected to measure these variables. 
Body image has been variously defined, w1th d1tter1ng em-
phases on conscious versus unconec1ous aspects. Head (1920), for 
example, puts 1t 1n terms ot body schema, a standard mod.el of the 
body against which all subsequent body experiences are uncon-
sciously registered. Brain (1962) stresses the conscious nature 
ot body image, as it 1e·provtded by aomattc impulses. Freud 
(1927) also maintains that "the consctoua ego is t1rst and fore-
most a body ego." Schilder (1964) thinks ot body image as a com-
posite of conscious and unconscious perceptual levels. It ls 
Schilder•s definition that ts adapted tor the purpose of this 
study. Body image is the "picture of our own body which we form 
1n our mind, that ta to say, the way 1n which the body appears to 
ourselves." The experimental task becomes one or isolating, de-
fining, and measuring variables ot body image. A review of the 
literature and a pilot study conducted tor the purpose of evaluat-
ing several ways ot assessing body 1.mage led to the dec1s1on to 
study the following variables: (a) the degree or d1fferent1at1on 
of body boundary, as measured by the Barrier and .Penetration 
scores on the Holtzman Inkblot Teohn1que (1958); and (b) the de-
gree or sat1sfact1on with body parts, as measured by Secord and 
Jourard 1s Body Cathex1s Scale (195J): and acceptance of body parts, 
especially those parts which may be designated as being or more 
concern either to women or to men, as measured by Holzberg and 
Plummer (1964). As will be seen 1n the review of related 11tera-
ture, the concept ot body boundary, especially as it relates to 
Parr1er and Penetration scores, has received a substantial and im-
pressive amount ot study. The concept ot degree ot satisfaction 
with body parts 1s not nearly as well detined, comprehensive sum-
maries of related tind1ngs and/or theoretical formulations have 
not been made. The Body Cathexis Scale has not been the object 
or study to demonstrate 1ts formal psychometric adequacy. e.g •• 
in terms ot scoring objectivity and test-retest re11ab111ty. How-
ever. the concept ot sat1stact1on with body parts has consistently 
appeared in studies ot body image, and the notion ls of basic con-
cern. It merits turther critical.study. Even less has been a-
chieved regarding the study ot acceptance ot those body parts that 
allegedly are or particular concern either to women or to men. 
This literature, too, will be reviewed, but 1t 1s important to 
state here that since the body parts ot more concern to women are 
those very parts that have increased v1s1b111ty with change from 
traditional to contemporary habit, this variable 1e pertinent to 
the research and deserving ot turther study. 
Although specific hypotheses could be advanced 1n terms of 
the twofold purpose of the study, this would constitute a somewhat 
fragmented approach. It would entail considering each body image 
variable and/or related instrument 1nd1v1dually, and the end re-
sult would be a string or conclusions whose interrelatedness would 
be difficult to ascertain. It was judged that factor analysis 
would provide the most parsimonious method of interpreting a num-
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ber of body image variables, as well as allowing (a) a comparison 
of subjects who chose to remain 1n the traditional habit w1th sub-
jects who chose to change to contemporary stylea1 and (b) a com-
parison or pre- and post-habit change scores or those subjects who 
changed to contemporary styles. 
CHAPTER Il 
REVIEW OP THE RELATED LITERATURE 
The issues related to body 1mage have assumed 1ncreas1ng 
s1gn1f ieance 1n the study ot normal and abnormal behavior since 
the impetus g1ven to the area by such neurologists as Head and 
Schilder. Psychologists have been interested 1n the relationships 
between body image and such functions as motor action, affect, 
perception, and cognition. In 1963, the International Congress of 
Psychology sponsored a symposium on "The Body Percept. 11 In the 
Introduction to the volume that grew out ot that symposium, Werner 
(1965) su.m:mar1zes several central notions on Which the contribu-
tors were 1n agreement, and which reflect areas of current concern. 
(a) The nature of the body image 1s dynami.01 1t possesses an ever-
changing character. (b} There 1s a common stress on the interde-
pendence of the character1st1cs ot the peraon as a bod.117 entity 
and the characteristics of the world around him. (c) There is a 
real value 1n studying personality through the avenue or bod.7 
schemata and their expression. (d) The body problem is a tert1le 
ground for the study of development, that 1s, the study of differ-
entiation of bodily experience, ot 1ncreas1ng distancing between 
self and the world. 
With these general notions 1n mind, and Schilder•s def1n1t1m 
s 
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of body image serving as the particular viewpoint, the related 
11 terature will be reviewed 1n four sections r (a) body image a 0 .1d 
clothing, (b) body boundary as measured by the Holtzman Inkblot 
'.l'echn1que, (c) satisfaction with body parts, os measured by the 
body Cathexis scale, and {d) acceptance or body parts, as measured 
by the Body ?arts Acceptance Test. A final section will summarize 
differences between the proposed study and similar efforts. 
Cloth*1Ji Nfi4 Bod.Y ImtM)! 
Head once stated, " • • • the postural model or the body 
reaches to the tip of the feather 1n a woman•s hat." Psychoanaly-
tic writers, e.g., Garms. (1949) and Flugel (1950), have particu-
larly stressed the close relationship between clothes and other 
body decorations, and body image. According to their interpreta-
tions, clothes gain the same s1gn1f1eanoe as parts of the body, 
and may have the same symbolic mean1ngs. 
·r•ate (1967) oeleets some of Plugel •s comments on the psyeho-
log1cal implications of clothing that are relevant to the wearing 
of a traditional religious habit. He sa7a ot people generally, 
and she applies to religious women particularly, that persons who 
habitually wear somber colors consider themselves to be persons ot 
great seriousness, especially, moral seriousness. In similar 
moral tones, unusual bulk or volume ot clothing indicates distrust 
of the human body, it conceals body lines, thus making the body 
0 safer. 0 Volu.-ninous clothing also signifies aloofness. Since 
clothing is an extension of the skin, thick clothing keeps one out 
'? 
of touch with others. Persons who habltnally wear a great amount 
of clothing are not approachable 1n a personal way. 
Schilder (1964) takes a position that clothes are only a 
method or trans·form1ng the body image. He stresses that our body 
image 1s 1n a continuous process ot enlargement and we enjoy these 
changes 1n it. We play with the enlargement of our body image, 
through clothing. decoration, etc. He states: 
A full understanding ot the psychology of clothes 
is or course not possible when we only consider the 
postural model ot the body ot one 1nd1v1dual: we must 
consider also the 1nterrelat1ona between the diverse 
schemas of the bcdy. We identify ourselves with others 
by means ot clothes. We become l1ke them. By 1m1ta-
t1ng their clothes we change our postural image of the 
body by taking over the postural image ot others. 
Clothes can thus "become a means ot changing our body 
1mage completely (Schilder, 1964, p.204). 
Actually, this thinking does coincide with the religious 
reasons given for wearing a conventual habit. However, as inter-
esting as these theoretical formulations are, very little empiri-
cal investigation has been undertaken to substantiate them. 
Some studies have been made of body decoration in the form 
of tatoos. Hawkins and Poppleston (1964) maintain that the tatoo 
signifies the stereotyped masculine attributes of physical 
strength and psychological aggressiveness, and the observers per-
ceive the implications the wearer intends. Mosher, Oliver, and 
Dolgan (1967) found that prisoners with tatoos had significantly 
higher Barrier scores and lower Body Cathexia scores than prison-
ers without tatoos. They find 1t hard to explain why prisoners 
would have such high 1~'arrie1• scores 1n view or the pos1t1ve cor-
relates or high i:·arr1er scores. 'r·ney suggest that perhaps it is 
tJecause their subjects were less serious offenders. As a ma~ter 
of fact, other "unlikely" aubJeots have also been round to have 
high i3arr1er scores. As 1?1sher and Clevelai."'ld state: 
rt is i:i..,ss1ble for an individual to be cl1n1c-
ally sch1zophren1c and yet maintain well-articulated 
boundaries. I~loratory ettorts t<" understand this 
paradox have suggested that paranoid delusions or 
feelings of grand1oa1ty may aomehow supply a d1sor-
gantzed person with a aenae ot prominence and im-
portance in the world wh1ch permit h1m to continue 
to exoer1enoe himself as d1tterenttated and bounded. 
The question remains whether a boundary ao ma1nta1nad 
is the equivalent ot that round 1n nonpsychot1c• 
(Fisher .~· Cleveland, 1968, p.)9)}. 
This 1• the sort or question under present scrut1n)', that 
is, to what extent, even 1n a nonpsychot1c, doea someth1n& like a 
trad1t1onal religious habit constitute part ot the body boundary 
and perhaps create a "false pos1t1Te" &arr1er score. Compton's 
(1964) study addresses itself to th1a po1nt. 
Compton hypothesized that women w1 th 1ndet1n1 te body b<:»tmd• 
ar1 concepts m10ht attempt to det1ne the1r boundaries through 
clothing choices. She found that preference 'for saturated colors 
and strong figure-ground ccmtrasts were negat1vely related to 
;:.arr1er scores. ?references for warm colors and large patterns 
were pos1t1vely related to Penetration scorea. She suggests that 
clothing may provide a d.etenae ror women with weak body boundar-
ies, prov1d1na, a m1n1mum conetanc:t 1n new s1tuat.1ona. 
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B¢Y B2undary 
Fisher and Cleveland (1958) have long been interested 1n the 
boundary aspect of the body image concept. They have studied the 
degree to which 1nd1v1duals d1tfer in their experience of the 
boundary regions of their bodies as articulated and definite. that 
1s. the degree to which individuals perceive their body boundar-
ies as clearly setting them apart from the environment. They have 
developed an index, the Barrier score, to measure boundary detin-
1 teness. Barrier score 1s baaed on the number ot images produced 
in response to an ink blot aeries: responses which are character-
ized by peripheries w1th protective, containing, or decorative 
qualities, e.g., a cave with rocky walls, a woman 1n a fancy cos-
tume. They also have defined a Penetration score as an 1.nde:x of 
the degree to which the 1nd1v1dual regards h1a boundaries as r~ad~ 
ly penetrable, e.g., a mashed bug, a person bleeding. Fisher 
(196J, 1968) has reviewed a aeries or studies which cross-valntted 
and extended previous findings concerning the relationship or body 
image boundary definiteness to various levela of behavior. Some 
of the behavioral correlates ot well differentiated boundaries 
have been shown to bes patterning of bod.7 aensationa differences 
in body exterior vs interior physiological reactivity; high a-
chievement; goal orientation; self-determination; and alert readi-
ness tor 1nteractlon with others. lt is also claimed that bound-
ary differentiation has important relationships to stress toler-
ance and patterns of psychopathology. 
w 
Claimed correlates of Barrier and Penetrat1on scores have 
not gone unchallenged. Eigenbrode and Shipman (196o) failed to re-
plicate the boundary d1st1nct1on between psychosomatic patients 
with interior as opposed to exterior symptoms. E1genbrode and 
Shipman criticize Fisher and Cleveland's reference to boundaries 
as definite and protective on the grounds that these two features 
are not necessarily related. They suggest scoring the other end 
of the dimension as well, e.g., a minus ror soft surface things. 
They also question scores of equal weight tor containers and de-
fensive coverings. 
Hirt, Boss, and nurtz (196?) have attempted a more rigorous 
test of the hypothesis that individuals with body-exterior reac-
tions perceive their body boundary as more definite than those in-
dividuals w1th body-interior reactions. They examined. the theo-
retical construct postulated by Fisher and Cleveland which relates 
perception or body boundary with site ot disease. They believe 
that a more critical test of the construct validity of the psycho-
somatic relationship requires the comparison ot several groups wlh 
body-interior disease sites against several groups having bod.y-
exterior disease sites. What has previously been done 1s the com-
parison or one body-interior disease group against one body-ex-
terior disease group. In their comparison of four such groups, 
they found no differences between the groups 1n body-boundary per-
ception. Two alternate explanations are presented: problems in 
subject selection, and uncontrolled sources of various other tac-
11 
tors. ·rne authors found lt very difficult to find subjects whose 
medical histories clearly reflected that the body-disease site had 
always been internal or external. The authors examined psycho-
pathology as an uncontrolled source of variance. When an index of 
psychopathology was treated as a covariant, the groups did show 
significant differences in body-boundary perception. The posa1-
b111 ty 1s raised that the differences previously reported between 
single groups were due to differences in psychopathology, rather 
than to body-boundary perception. 
Shipman (1965) also challenges some ot Fisher's findings on 
the psychological as well as the physiological level. Shipman in-
vestigated several claims that persons with high Barrier scores 
exceed those with low Barrier scores on measures of activity leve\ 
achievement drive, independence. need to complete tasks. suggest1-
b111ty, d1reet1on or anger, and adaptation to stress. Shipman 
found s1gn1f1cant differences in achievement drive and adaptation 
to stress only. 
Actually, what Fisher, et al, have been saying is that 
boundary det1n1teness is reflected 1n the projections one makes to 
the peripheries of ink blot stimuli. They have had to assume the 
burden of the proof that just such a phenomenon does occur. Ned-
n1ck {1959) and Wylie {1961) have criticized the assumption that 
Barrier and Penetration scores represent measures of' body image, 
as such. Perhaps these scores represent cognitive or perceptual 
operations that merely reflect how one deals with ink blotsl 
12 
Fisher and Cleveland maintain that there are several lines 
of evidence that substantiate their body image oonoeptualization. 
First, boundary scores predict various levels or body behavior, 
e.g., the ability to cope with body disablementa patterns of phan-
tom sensations after amputation; differential size judgments as-
signed to left and right sides or the body. Moreover. boundary 
scores correlate with anxious concern about the body. but do not 
correlate with indices of general anxiety. Second, boundary 
scores are not consistently related to indices having cognitive or 
perceptual style connotations, e.g •• intelligence, verbal produc-
tivity, Gottschaldt figure judgment, speed of figure-ground alter-
ations or authoritarianism. 
Several studies have recently given more direct and convinc-
ing demonstration of the body image foundation ot the Barrier 
score. Fisher and Fisher (1964) confirmed their hypothesis that 
1r the Barrier score ac1lally does reflect body experience, then 
the more definite an individual's boundaries, the more perceptual-
ly prominent should be the boundary sectors ot his body, namely, 
skin and muscle. 
The most significant evidence that body image variables are 
indeed represented in Barrier scores, are the studies in which 
boundary attributes have been monitored during the course of in-
tense modifying and altering experiences. Cleveland (1960) dem-
onstrated a firming up and defining of body image boundary in re-
covering schizophrenics. McConnell and Daston (1961) studied 
13 
pregnant wo:--aen and found a significant decline in the .Penetration 
score. post-del1very. Reitman and Cleveland (1964) studied bound-
ary alterations consequent upon sensory isolation. Schizophrenics 
showed .increased tactile sensitivity and. a decreased concept of 
body size following isolation. Just the reverse was found with 
non-psychotics. It was speculated that for the schizophrenics, 
sensory isolation seemed to provide a non-threatening pattern of 
stimuli which fostered more realistic bod.7 boundaries. 
Pisher and Benik (1966) have demonstrated that the body im-
age boundary can be altered by manipulating the manner in which an 
individual dlstrlbutes his attention to his body. Subjects who 
r"'ocused their attentiot1 on the boundar;y regions or their bodies 
increased their ?arr1er scores s1gn1ficantly more than d1d those 
who did not alter their pattern of' body attention. In their d1s-
cusa1on, Fisher and Renik state that their t1nd1ngs indicate the 
poss1b111ty or altering the boundary and perhaps other body image 
dimensions, by procedures which cause the individual to shift his 
usual ways of exper1enc1ng h1s body. As Fisher e.nd Cleveland 
state: 
Apparently, fluctuations 1n boundary attributes 
do offer promise as indicators or certain kinds of 
mod1t1cat1on of the individual. At this point one can 
only conjecture whether boundary fluctuations repre-
sent 1n1t1at1ng forces in change processes or whether 
they are subsidiary effects (P1sher & Cleveland, 1968, 
p. 393). 
'rhe twofold purpose of the present research addresses 1 tselt to 
this very question. What degree or bod.7 boundary ditterent1at1on 
14 
enters into the decision to relinquish the traditional hab1t? 
What body boundary fluctuations occur when something as re1ntorc-
1ng as the traditional habit 1• removed? 
Holtzman lnk;blQ~ Ttobn\gue (HITl 
Buros (1965) deacrtbes the HIT generally in terms of a well-
standardlzed, psychometrically sophisticated instrument, an ink-
blot technique developed. expressly to correct some of the det1-
c1eno1es ot the Rorschach. The HIT provides an adequate measure 
of Barrier and Penetration soores. Holtzman (1958, 1961) included 
these two factors as two ot the 22 variables measured by his test. 
He qualified his initial rationale tor including Barrier and Pene-
tration scores because Fisher and Cleveland'• scoring system 
seemed arbitrary to him at several points. He felt justified, 
however, in incorporating these two variables 1n the HIT, and an-
ticipated some ret1nement ot the .Barrier and Penetration variables 
as a result ot the standard1aat1on ot the HIT. Interestingly 
enough, he did not later (1966) t1nd the need to revise these two 
variables. 
In the standardization ot the HIT, the following reliability 
coetf1c1ents were obtained tor .Barrier and Penetration. When the 
average scoring conaiatency of these measures was tested, 1ntra-
scorer values or .90 tor 1.larr1er and .87 tor Penetration were ob-
ta1neds inter-scorer values were .84 tor both Barrier and Pene-
tration. Unlike Fisher and Cleveland. Holtzman included both 
clinical and normal groups 1n his standardization studies. Odd-
15 
even reliabilities and standard errors of measurement ranged from 
a low of .41 with a s.E. or 1.4 for housewives. to a high of .90 
with a s.E. of 1.1 for fourth graders. Test-retest reliability of 
.51 for Barrier and .)4 for Penetration was obtained in a three 
month interval using eleventh gradera. 
Fisher and Cleveland (1968) report nine studies which show 
that Barrier and Penetration can be ecored with high objectivity. 
instances in which 1nteracorer agreement has been in the high 
.80's and .9o•s. They also report seven teat-retest reliability 
studies with values ranging from .4o to .89, tlve of the seven be• 
1ng above .77. 
Boq1 §ttls(actlqn 
The verbal reports ot bodily feeling have always been recog-
nized tor their clinical utility. How happy one is with one's 
body, how satisfied or d1asat1sf1ed with 1ta various parts and 
functions, has always been considered a baaic attitude underlying 
one•s attitude toward the self, as Fenlchel said, " ••• the nu-
cleus upon which the ego structure is built." We have seen, tor 
example, that Fisher and Cleveland relate anxiety over bodily con-
cerns with degree of boundary definiteness. based on responses to 
a projective technique. Secord and Jourard (1953) developed a 
Body Cathex1s Scale which 1s a self report inventory yielding a 
measure of conscious verbal attitudes about the body. The7 hypo-
thesized that feelings about the body are commensurate with reel-
1ngs about the self, when both are appraised by similar scales. 
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Their Body Cathex1s Scale has appeared consistently in reported 
studies throughout the past fifteen years, per1od1cally reaffirm-
ing the notion that a person cathects h1s body to the same degree 
as his self-concept along the dimension of sat1sfaet1on, e.g., 
White and Wash {1965). 
Why will a subject report that he 1s satisfied or d1ssat1s-
f1ed with a glven body part? A body part may be evaluated from 
many viewpoints, some scalable and. some not, e.g., shape, color, 
size, weight, attractiveness to others. one of the first hypo-
theses tested and confirmed was that size 1.a a correlate of body 
cathex1s (Jourard & Secord, 19.$4). A turther refinement of that 
finding was that cathex1s ratings varied •1th the extent of dev1-
at1on or the subject's measured size from a selt-rated ideal size 
(Jourard & Secord, 1955). Magnussen (1958) and Calden, et al, 
(1959), each replicated Jourard and Secord'• work with male sub-
jects, and also found that satisfaction varied with discrepancy 
between measured and self-rated ideal size. A similar study 
(Arkoff &: Weaver, 1966) ot Japanese-American and Caucas1an-Amer1-
ean college students highlighted the role ot culturally determined 
ideal size and yielded comparable results. 
Kurtz (1966) has conducted several studies pertiuent to thls 
review. He has provided support for the construct validity of a 
global body attitudes and has studied the relationship of global 
body attitude to sex, body size, and body build. Three separate 
body attitudes eorrespond1ng to Osgood's three attitudinal d1men-
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sions {:&.valuat101:., Potency, and Activity) were measured by the 
semantic Differential on JO different body concepts, such a.s "size 
of my arms, 11 ttcolor of my hair." The sum of the judgments on the 
three adjective scales for each dimens.1on of the Semantic Differ-
ential were summed separately tor each concept to obtain an item 
score. Then the JO 1 tem scores were stunmed for each person and 
the total sum was treated as a:n index of how a person felt about 
the over-all appearance of his bod7. High generalizability co-
efficients were obtained on all three factors or the Semantic Dif-
ferential, g1vlf18 support to the idea that one can general1.ze from 
attitudes toward spec1t1c aspects or the bodily appearance to a 
hypothesized universe ot observations, the aloba.1 body attitude. 
The Bgsiy CathfXt! SQtl! 
Secord and .Jourard define body cathexis as the degree of 
feeling of sat1sfact1on or d1ssat1sfact1on with the various parts 
or processes or the bod.7. on the Body Ca th ex,. a Scale, the sub-
ject is asked to 1nd1cate on a S-po1nt scale, the strength and 
direction or reeling which he ha.a about each ot var1oua parts or 
runctlons or h1s body. The scale consists ot 44 items, e.g., fa-
cial complexion, waist, energy level. The body cathexis score is 
obtained by su!fu111ng the ratings tor each individual ou the total 
m1mber or body 1tftms, and d1v1d1ng by the total number. An anx-
1ety-1nd1cator score ls obtained hy summing the ratings for each 
individual on the 11 items most negat,.vely catheeted by the sroup. 
Secord and .Jourard found that mean body cathexis ratings for 
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body parts were significantly correlated with self-cathex1s scores, 
a projective homonym test or anxious body concern, and with ;'ias-
low•s test of psychological secur1ty-1nsecur1ty. ~t'hey report 
split-half reliability ooett1oients for the scale at .78 and .BJ. 
They add that this may be regarded. as more 1mpresa1ve than report-
ed because subjects displaying the most consistency were removed 
from the sample. fllgh scores on the scale are viewed as indica-
tions of a certain narc1si'J1sm or anxiety du.A tQ insecurity and/or 
compensation for low self-esteem; low scores are seen as 1nd1ca-
t1ons or overoontroll1ng and use of denial, (Secord, 195J). 
Recently, the Body Cathexis Scale has been reported as suc-
cessfully d1scr1minat1n.g such groups as hospitalized and non-hos-
pitalized subjects (.Jaskar & Reed, 196)); alcoholics w1th d1ffer-
1ng levels of sobriety (White & Gaier, 1965); Japaneae-Amer1cans 
and Caucasian-Americans (Arkotf & Weaver, 1966)1 tatooed and non-
tatooed prisoners (Mosher, et al, 1967)a and Ned1cal 1npat1ents 
whose d1ssat1stact1on was concerned with parts ot the bony affect-
ed by illness, and those pat1enta whose negative body image was 
round to be correlated with c11n1cal evidence of psychopathology 
(Schwab & Harmel1ng, 1968). 
ACCtEtance gt BgdY Pa.rt• 
One aspect ot the research ut11,.z1ne; the Body Cath•:xis Scale 
which 1• pertinent to this study ls the focus on the sex differ-
ential. Female subjects have been reported to have s1gn1fl.oantl7 
lower body cathex1s scores than male subjects (Jourard & Remy, 19!9. 
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Arkoff & Weaver. 1966; Schwab & Harme11ng. 1968). In contrast to 
these findings. :i-;urtz (1966) using the Semantic Differential found 
that his female subjects had a more positive evaluative attitude 
toward their bodies than hla male subjects. However. there seems 
to be general agreement that women have a more clearly d1tferent1-
ated notion of what they like or dislike about their bodies than 
do men (Jourard & Remy. 1957; Kurtz, 1966; McClelland & watt, 
1968). 
The greater general bodily concern ot females, and especial'.b' 
their greater concern over certain body parte, merits considera-
tion 1n a study ot body image variables of religious women. Holz-
berg and Plummer (1964) devised a simple Bod.7 Parts Acceptance 
Test. Each subject is asked to separate twenty body parts into 
two approximately equal lists, one indicating the parts with which 
he is satisfied, and the other showing the parta with which he 1s 
d1ssat1at1ed. Thirteen proteaa1onals (moatl7 paycholog1sts) had 
agreed unanimously that eight ot the part• are more feminine, and 
seven of the parts are more maacu11ne. The scores are the number 
ot female, male, and total parts the subject 11sta under "sat1a-
t1ed." McClelland and Watt (1968) have used this same technique 
endorsing the rationale that normal females are concerned with 
bod.7 parts which deal essentially with the appearance ot the body, 
that is, lts presenting aspects (tace, hips, legs, etc.). McClel• 
land and Watt compared both male and female, normal and schizo-
phrenic groups. They found that normal females are more concerned 
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w1th their bodies generally than normal males and schizophrenic 
females. i·iormo.1 females are also more concerned 1n particular a-
bout their female (appearance) parts than their male (strength) 
parts. 
Differences ~e~wten thg fropqsfd Study and s1m11ar §ffort1 
This study extends the research in four areas related to 
body image: cloth1ng-cho1ce, body boundary, body satisfaction, and 
acceptance of body parts of particular concern to the respective 
sexes. The general difference between this and similar efforts is 
the utilization of a naturally occurring life experience involving 
essentially normal subjects. 'rhe hope, then, 1s to explore more 
persisting body attitudes, as well as temporary fluctuations, as 
opposed to the rather short term variations in body states which 
characterize many of the other studies. 
The exploration or the relationship between body image and 
clothing 1s unique in this study because the situation tnvolves a 
choice of clothing that is strikingly different from the choices 
the subject has been habitually making. This is in contrast to 
Compton's (1964) study. for example, in which, presumably, the 
subject acts in line with her usual clothing choices. The present 
advantage 1s that the radical nature of the change in dress in 
terms or body coverage and bulk of clothing, should provide a eon-
d1 t1on extreme enough to surface and intensity bodily feelings. 
This applies to each of the three body image variables being ex-
plored. What degree of body boundary differentiation enters into 
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one's choice of clothing? What 1s the role of clothing as a means 
of defining or re1ntore1ng body boundary? What changes 1n body 
satisfaction occur w1th increased v1s1b111ty or body parts. es-
pecially those parts that are normally of more concern to women? 
Thus far, the strongest argument for the validity of the 
concept that boundary definiteness 1s reflected in Barrier and 
Penetration scores has been the monitoring or boundary attributes 
dur1ns; intense modifying and altering experiences. However. these 
experiences have been atypical, e.g., recovering sch1zophren1cs, 
women post-delivery. subjects in sensory 1solat1on. Even the more 
natural experience or asking subjects to tocua their attention on 
boundary regions does not tap the more habitual, long-term body 
attitudes. This present study capitalizes on a shift 1n the usual 
ways or experiencing one's body that is more encompassing and more 
permanent. A second extension of body boundary research 1s the 
cons1derat1on of the question whether boundary fluctuations as in-
dications of certain kinds or modification 1n the 1nd1vidual are 
1n1t1at1ng forces 1n change processes, or subs1d1ary effects. 
As has been indicated, both concepts, body sat1stact1on, and 
acceptance of spec1f1c body parts need further study, in them-
selves, and in relation to better defined variables like body 
boundary. The present study adds to both aspects of that research 
One of the by-products ot the study ls a more objective look 
at some of the religious goals intended by wearing a traditional 
habit. That 1s, psychologically, what happens to the religious 
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woman's body image? Is the habit used to reinforce weak body 
boundaries? Do the rules ot modesty somehow neutralize ba.s1eally 
normal female concerns? 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD 
sub.1ects 
Volunteer subjects were solicited from two religious eonanun-
1t1es who had a General Chapter 1n sw:mner, 1968. (A General Chap-
ter is the law-making body ot a re11g1ous community, and each com-
mun1 ty has been directed by Vatican Council II to hold a spee1al 
General Chapter for the express purpose ot renewal and adaptationJ 
These two eommun1t1es were selected because they legislated sub-
stantial char..ges in their habitual manner ot dress, and because 
each Sister was given the freedom to choose the type of habit she 
would like to wear, traditional, modified, or contemporary. For 
purposes of definition. the traditional habit 1a described as an-
kle-length skirt, wrist-length sleeves, several folds of material, 
and the headdress completely covers the head and neck. A mod1f1ed 
habit has mid-calf-length skirt, less material than the tradition-
al habit, and the headdress bares the neck and a small amount of 
ha1r surrounding the forehead. A contemporary habit 1s controlled 
for color and style, but the pattern is a contemporary style--
skirt, dress, or jumper, ot popular length. It a headdress is 
worn, 1t only partially covers the head. 
As many Sisters as possible were teatsd before the changes 
2) 
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were designated to begin. This was a difficult task because it 
was impossible to determine which communities holding a General 
Chapter would actually legislate changes titting the requirements 
of the study. Once the changes were legislated, the time lapse 
between the passed legislation and the day set for it to go into 
effect, was quite short. Actually 50.5% ot the subjects were 
tested before the date set tor habit change; 30% were tested with-
in the following three weeks. 
Because 1t became impossible to test all the subjects before 
the date designated tor change of habit, the partial control over 
an important variable was lost. ,Here, and elsewhere in the ex-
planation ot the quasi-experimental design, appeal will be made to 
the principle set forth by Campbell and Stanley {1963). They give 
a comprehensive treatment of the sources ot internal and external 
invalidity in the interests or the best possible experimental de-
sign. At the same time they encourage the pursuit of those stud-
ies wh1ch are impossible to submit to atrlct experimental design. 
and yet are worth doing. They stress the importance ot knowing 
which spec1t1c variables the quasi-experimental design rails to 
control so that one is aware of competing interpretations of the 
data. 
One ot the means that might have been used 1n thls study to 
counter the number of uncontrolled factors would have been the 
use of a control group, that ls, volunteers from a comparable com-
muni ty also just having completed a General Chapter, but not or-
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:rer1ng their Ststers the option to change their religious habit. 
:~nfortu.na.tely, su.ch a group was not readily available. 
In order to minimize the 1nteract1on effect of requesting 
pertinent personal 1nformat1on on the testing, no personal inform-
ation was requested until the complet1on or the re-testing. At 
that time, the subjects completed a form requesting pertinent per-
sonal information, wh1ch included such variables as age, nationa.1-
i ty, num.ber of years s1nce reception ot the habit, highest level 
ot eduoatk>n co14pleted, current occupation and length of t.1me 1n 
current occupation. Questions were also directed to the 1no1dence 
of physical defects, chronic 11lnesses, and previous psychiatric 
or psychological help. Sisters were also asked to write wh1eh OP-
t1on regarding habit change they were currentl7 tollow1ng, and 1r 
this involved a change 1n habit since the t1rst testing. A fur-
ther area ot quest1on1ng concerned ohanaes 1n lite style (other 
than hab1t change) since August, 1968. that were not comnon to 
the rest or the Slaters 1n their community. 
The 1ntorma.t1on obtained trom th1a questionnaire ls summar-
ized 1n the following table, (>: • 190). 
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'l'able 1 
Summary of' ?ersona.1 Da.ta Hequested of :.:ubjects after Posttest 
Age range••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 21-75 
,.:ed1an age. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 37 
Med1an number of years a1nce reception ot habit........... 18 
Highest level of education completedt 
Bach8lor 1 s degr••··•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 60~ 
Master's degree•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 28% 
CUrrent occupat1onr Teacher••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 90~ (60( ot these were at the elementary level) 
Subjects listing nhys1oal detects, e.g. hearing loss...... 9% 
Subjects listing chronic 11lneaa, e.g. arthritis.......... 37% 
Subjects 11st1ng previous -psychiatric or l)Sycholog1cal help 
(50~ of these reported a duration of leaa than tour 
month•>·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9~ 
Subjects who hAd changed habit At the time ot poatteat1ng. 91% 
Changes in 11fe style (other than habit ohange)a1nce August, 
1968; (the one change reported had to do with small 
group living, e.g., in an apartment)••••••••••••••••• 9~ 
A lengthy d1souas1on ot the tests ha• been presented in the 
review ot the related literature. What 1a given here 1• present• 
ed as a short summary given in terms of what is relative to pro-
cedure. 
The Holtzman Inkblot Technique is a series of 90 inkblots 
designed to yield the projective-expressive responses of the orig-
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1nal Rorschach blots plua greater objectivity and precision. The 
distinct advantages are a larger number ot blots; parallel forms, 
A and B; one response to each blot, which holds the total number 
of responses constant; more objective scoring; and percentile nor• 
for a variety or populations. The two features advantageous to 
this study are the parallel forms and the tao111ty ot group adm1n-
1strat1on. Holtzman, et al, (1961) have shown that the parallel 
forms, A and B, a.re markedly similar tn every respect. Directions 
tor group ad.m.1n1stra.t1on have been included since the test was de-
vised (Holtzman, et al, 1961) and subsequent group methods have 
been presented, (Swartz &: Holtz.man, 196)). The more recent direc-
tions tor group adm1n1strat1on stresa clarit1oat1on of areas used; 
use or determinants, especially color and shading1 reintorcement 
of 1nstruct1onsa and standard timing. It was decided to follow tm 
original d1rect1on.s since only the two variables, Barrier and Pene-
tration, were to be scored for the study. The standard t1ming em-
ployed by Swartz and Holtzman with their college population was 
not feasible for th1s study which includes a wide range of ages. 
However, the periodic reinforcement ot 1nstruot1ons suggested by 
Swartz and Holtzman was added to the original method. Group ad-
ministration ls possible through the use ot slides. I<odasl1des of 
Form A are available commercially, and through the personal cour-
tesy of Dr. Holtzman. Kodasl1des of Form B were also made avail-
able for this study. 
The Body Cathexis Scale ls a self-report inventory used as a 
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verbal conscious measure ot one's evaluation of one's own body 
structure and organization. The subject ls presented a list of 
44 body parts and functions which he is asked to rate on a 5-polnt 
scale of sat1sract1on-d1ssat1stact1on. 
The aody ?arts Acceptance Test ia also a self-report, verbal 
conscious measure of one's evaluation of one's own body. It dif-
fers from the Body Cathexis Scale in that the list of 20 body 
parts includes parts which are presumed to be of particular con-
cern to either men or women. Moreover, in contrast to the Body 
Cathex1s Scale which conceivably allows the subject to rate all 
parts on either end of the sat1at.action continuum, the Body Parts 
Acceptance Test forces the subject to evaluate approximately halt 
of the parts on either end, that is, half positively and half neg-
atively. The interest, of course, lies in which parts, those 
normally of concern either to men or women, are listed under each 
heading. Originally this test was administered by presenting the 
subject with a pile ot 20 cards, each bearing the name of a body 
part and ask1ns h1m to separate the cards into two approximately 
equal p1less (1) parts of my body with which I am sat1st1ed, and 
(2) parts or my body with which I am dissatisfied. For the pur-
pose of this study, the subjects were asked to write out two aP-
prox1mately equal lists. 
Procedure 
The following brief comments were made to the aubjeota prior 
to testing: 
I want to thank you for volunteering tor this re-
search project. Obviously, it's or personal benefit 
to me, since 1t 1s part of my doctoral d1ssertat1on. 
Hopefully, the results will also be of benefit to your 
community and to you personally. The only explanation 
I'll give you now is that 1t•a an attempt to evaluate 
current efforts towards renewal and adaptation. What 
I'll ask of you is a two-hour session now and another 
two-hour session five :notiths from now. Two or three 
months after that. I'll be back to give you a tuller 
explanation or the research. trends of general results, 
and also some personal results. Everything you do 
will be completely anonymous. 
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:Each subject drew a number to use tor 1dent1f1cat1on pur-
poses. .Each subject then placed her number in a blank envelope, 
sealed it, and signed her name on the outside. These envelopes 
were kept by the examiner and rodistr1buted for use again at the 
posttesting. All testing sessions were held in small groups in 
the Sisters• own convent settings. 
r~od.asl1des 1-2.5 of the Holtzman Inkblot Technique, Form A, 
were projected on a screen, and subjects used the standard record 
form with miniature outlines ot the blots to record the1r respon-
ses. The following instructions were given: 
You will be shown a series of inkblots, each of 
which will be projected on the screen before you for 
a minute or so. Using your imagination. write down 
in the space provided a description of the first thing 
the blot looks like or reminds you ot. 
Include in your desor1pt1on the particular char-
acteristics or qualities ot the inkblot which are im-
portant in determining your responaea--that 1s, what 
about the blot made 1t look that way? Give as complete 
an answer as you can in the time available. 
None of these inkblots has been deliberately drawn 
to look like anything in particular. No two people see 
exactly the same things 1n a series or inkblots like 
these. There are no right or wrong answers. 
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After the presentation of slides 4 and 9. the following re-
inforcement was given: 
Remember to write down a description of the first 
thing the blot looks like or reminds you of. Include 
1n your descr1pt1on the qualities of the inkblot which 
are ireportant in determ1n1r1g your responses, that is, 
what about the blot made it look that way? 
The Body Cathexis Seale and the Body Parts Acceptance Test 
were administered as paper and pencil tests {see Appendix}. The 
instructions for each were given orally: 
Body Cathex1s Scale: 
Below are listed a number of things character-
istic of yourself. You are asked to 1nd1cate which 
things you are satisfied with exactly as they are, 
which things you worry about and would like to change 
1f it were possible, and wh1oh things you have no 
feelings about one way or the other. Consider each 
item listed below and encircle the number that best 
represents your feelings according to the following 
scales 
1 Have strong feelings and wish change could 
somehow be made 
2 Don't like, but can put up with 
3 Have no particular feelings one way or the 
other 
4 Am satisfied 
5 Consider myself fortunate 
Body Parts Acceptance Test: 
Separate the following body parts into two 
approximately equal 11stsa 
1 Parts of my body with which I am sat1sf1ed 
2 Parts ot my body with which I am dissatisfied 
The postteat followed the same procedure. except that Form B 
of the Holtzman Inkblot Technique was given. Arter the battery 
of posttests was finished, the form requesting personal informa-
tion was completed. 
Jl 
~ethod of AJ}al1z1no the Datt 
The Eoltzm.an Inkblot Technique was scored for Barrier and 
Penetration. Four scorers worked independently; only one of them, 
the Examiner, knew the purpose and nature of the study. The other 
three scorers were all teachers, experienced 1n the thorough me-
thodical ways of a good test scorer, highly motivated to careful, 
consistent pertormanoe. The scoring manual provides adequate de-
tailed instructions and numerous examples and was used as the ba-
sis for the initial training sessions conducted by the Examiner. 
Each protocol was scored by at least two scorers; all differences 
were resolved through d1scuss1on,.eonfirmed by a third opinion, 
the Examiner acting as the final arbiter. To secure greater ob-
jectivity and consistency, all protocols were scored tor Barrier 
f1rst, and then tor Penetration. All protocols were scored, pre-
and posttest, before any ar..alys1s was done. The Body Cathex1s 
score was obtained by summing the ratings tor each ind1v1dual on 
the 44 body 1tems, and d1v1d1ng by 44. The three-part body parts 
acceptance score was obtained by adding the number of female, mal~ 
and total rn.unber of body parts u.nder "satisfied." 
As was stated in the lntroduct1.on, 1 t waa decided that the 
most appropriate and parsimonious method tor treating the data 
would be factor analysis. A pr1no1pal axes solution with var1max 
rotations was used. The 50 variables included were the HolttllfSn 
Barrier and Penetration scores: ratings trom 44 body parts from 
\ 
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the Body Cathex'.1.s Scale, and a Body Cathexts score; and three 
J2 
scores from the Body Parts Acceptance Tests total number of parts 
accepted, total number or female parts accepted, total number of 
male parts accepted. 
It was then necessary to rotate each orthogonal solution to 
the criterion or simple structure. Oblique hand graphical rota-
tions were taken until the closest possible approx1mat1on to s1mpl9 
structure was obtained. Only the factor analysis of the pretest 
battery was completed tor the purposes ct this dissertation. Al• 
though a factor analysis or the postteat battery would be the log~ 
cal completion ot the study, time and the extensiveness of the 
dissertation were both factors contributing to the decision to 
limit the treatment of the data. The second factor analysis is 
now 1n process and w111 be reported 1n a follow-up study. 
A small group (N-17) of subjects chose to remain in the tradi-
1t1onal habit. These subjects were matched as closely as possible 
on all pertinent variables w1th subjects who had changed to a con-
temporary habit. The two variables given t1rst importance ror 
matching purposes were age and number ot years since reception or 
the habit. l1atohing for level of education and level or teaching 
received secondary consideration. None ot these subjects reported 
physical defects or preT1ous psychiatric or psychological help; 
the majority reported some type of chronic illness. None of the 
subjects reported haTing experienced any other change 1n life 
style other than habit change. Table 2 summarizes the data d.e-
soribing the 17 subjects forming the no change habit group as 
compared to the 17 subjects matched to form the change habit grou~ 
Table 2 
Summary or Personal Data Descr1 bing !~o Change- and 
Change Habit Groups 
Variable No Change Habit Change Habit 
Age Range 27-70 27-71 
l'tedlan Age S6 57 
Hed1an r~umber of Years since Re-
ceptlon or Habit 
,, )9 38 
Level of Education: 
R1gh School 2 0 
Bachelor's Degree 12 11 
vaster' s Degree 2 6 
Doctor's Degree 1 0 
Level of Teaoh1ng1 
Elementary 13 1J 
High School ) 4 
College 1 0 
Jn order to compare subjects who changed habit with those 
who dld not, a score was computed for each subject on each factor. 
This score was simply the sum ot the scores each subject made on 
the three items whlch loaded the heaviest on each respective fac-
tor. Jt was necessary to transform the scores from the Body Parts 
Acceptance Test so that they would be directly comparable with the 
scores from the Body Cathex1e Seale. ! tests were then calculated 
J4 
for the difference between the means of the two groups on each fae-
tor. 
Because body boundary scores did not appear on any of the 
factors, Parrier and Penetration scores were considered separatel~ 
An analysis of variance for a two factor experiment having repeat-
ed measures 1n the same elements was done (Winer, 1962). In this 
way, comparison between treatment combinations at different levels 
ot factor A involve differences between groups as well as differ-
ences associated with factor A. On the other hand, comparisons 
between different levels of factor B at the same level of A do not 
involve differences between groups. 
CHAPTER 1V 
RESULTS AHD DISCUSSIONS 
The d1scuss1on of each set of results will immediately fol-
low the presentation or the results. The first part of th1a sec-
tion will deal w1th the tactor anal7s1s of the data from the first 
testing. These test data 1nclude scorea on body boundary, body 
sat1sfact1on, and body parts acceptance. The second part w111 
present the comparison of those subjects who chose to remain 1n 
the traditional habit (no change h&b1t group) with those who chose 
to change to a contemporary habit (change habit group). This com-
parison 1s based on a composite score computed for each factor. 
The third part will also present a comparison of those subjects 
who chose to remain 1n the traditional habit with those who chose 
to change to a contemporary habit. This comparison 1s based on 
body boundary scores--Barr1er and Penetrat1on--and is made 1n 
terms of both f1rat teat1ng and re-testing. 
Factor An@l:t&1§ 
Table :; lists the name and code number ot each variable 
used. The 1ntercorrelat1ons between the 50 variables are present-
ed in Table 4. Table 5 contains the unrotated principal axes so-
lution. Tables 6 and 7 show the final transformation matrix and 
the corresponding cosine matrix. The t1nal oblique rotated factor 
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matrix is :presented 1n Table 8. The means and standard deviations 
for all variables are given 1n Table 9. 
A description and interpretation of the factor structure ob-
tained in the first testing follows immediately. In order to 
simplify the presentation ot the results, only the factor loadings 
having an absolute value greater than .JO will be included 1n this 
section. The letterd!s1gnat1on used to 1dent1fy the factors is 
purely arbitrary and 1n no •Y affects the interpretation or the 
structure. 
T;sts 
31. Hips 
45. Weight 
9. Thighs 
12. Waist 
21. Body Build 
5. Appetite 
Factor A 
47. Total Body Cathexis Score 
49. Body Acceptance Female (BAp) 
L91d1rvse 
.66 
.56 
:~ 
.44 
.)8 
.J1 
.)O 
Factor A represents that dimension ot body aat1stact1on and 
body parts acceptance that has to do with bulk, or a1ze, of body, 
particularly as 1t focuses on the h1p and thigh aspects of body 
build. The emphasis on bulk or size is 1nd1cated by the presence 
ot such items as weight and appetite. It is 1nterest1ng that the 
factor on which body build appears, 1e in the context ot waist, 
hips, thighs, and appet1te--a connection frequently experienced. 
by female weight watchers. It ls also noteworthy that th1s is the 
one factor on which the total body cathex1s score appears. It 
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would seem that total body sat1stact1on, for females, 1s related 
to spec1t1c satisfaction with wa1st, hips, and thighs. It should 
also be noted that the presence or BAp score here supports Holz-
berg and Plummer•s (1964) t1nd1nga that hips and thighs are or 
more concern to females than males. Because the BAp score appears 
on several factors, 1t may be well to note once again how 1t is 
derived. There are a total or 20 body parts that the subject ls 
asked to separate equally under two headings, "Parts ot my body 
with which I am satisfied" and "Parts of my body with which r am 
d1ssat1sf1ed." Eight of these body parts have been found to be of 
more concern to females than to males (Holzberg & Plummer, 1964). 
That 1s, 1n such a forced choice situation, women will not normal-
ly list the maJority of these eight parts under the head1n.g"sat-
1sf1ed." In view of what has been said, it la surprising that 
bust does not load heavier on this factor. Perhaps this ls be-
cause it does not have as direct a relationship to weight, and/or 
because a large bust 1s desirable 1n our culture. It may be pos-
sible that a certain amount or denial ls operating here, that 1s, 
that religious women10uld not register their concern about bust. 
Tests 
4. 
32. 
49. 
Facial Complexion 
Sk1n Texture 
BAp 
Lo14inga 
.68 
.61 
.46 
Factor B substantiates Holzberg and Plummer•s findings that 
skin texture and racial complexion are among two of the presenting 
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aspects of a woman's body that are of primary concern to her. The 
higher loading of HAF on Factor B than on Factor A 1mpl1es that 
concern over the racial appearance 1s higher than over other body 
parts. 
Tests 
J4. Legs 
11. Calves 
18. Ankles 
41. Knees 
26. Arms 
10. Wrists 
Faetgr C 
Ladings 
.69 
.64 
•. 54 
.46 
.34 
.33 
From Factor c, it is apparent that the extrem1t1ea consti-
tute a specltlc area underlying body satlstaction. For the female 
population, 1t is especially the legs--knees to anklea--that are 
of major importance. It would be interesting to canpare a normal 
female population w1 th this subpopulation of rel1g1.ous women. 
That is, how much ot this finding reflects the anxiety precipita-
ted by increased v1s1b1lity of ankles to knees anticipated by 
women changing from ankle-length to contemporary-length skirts? 
·res lee t,oa<&lngs 
4J. Eyelashes .49 
4o. E7ebrows .46 )J. Lips .Jt )9. Voice .J1 
49. BAF .J1 
It 1s not surprlsina to find eyelashes and eyebrows, as well 
as lips, occurring with BAF• These are three more ot the present-
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i:ng aspects of the body which are reported to be of more concern 
to normal females. The presence of voice is not as readily inter-
pretable, until one realizes that just as truly as lips constitute 
a presenting aspect visually, so i:\lso does voice constitute a pre-
senting aspect aud1tor1ly. It ls difficult to explain why eyes do 
not load more heavily on Factor n. although they load more heavily 
here than they do on any other factor. 
Tests 
7. Nose 
17. Nose Length 
22. Profile 
Factor E 
Loadings 
• 68 
.63 
.43 
This ls the third factor which has to do primarily with the 
face. Satisfaction with the basic dimension of profile is seen 
to be intimately related to the nose. particularly, nose length. 
Factor F 
Tests 
48. Body acceptance, total 
50. Body acceptance, male 
49. Body acceptance, female 
Loadings 
• 74 
.67 
.46 
Factor F deals specifically with the concept of body accept-
ance. The total number of body parts with which one 1s satisfied 
contributes more to the dimension than whether those parts are 
normally more acceptable to males or females. Moreover, this 
sample of women conforms to the sample of normal women in McClel-
land and Watt's study (1968). That is, the body parts normally 
more acceptable to males would correlate more clos~11 with the 
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total number of acceptable body parts. To put 1t another way, 1t 
is to be expected of normal women that they register more d1ssat-
1sfactlon with certain body parts (e.g., hips, thighs, racial com-
plexlon, etc.) because they are more critical about them. This 
finding has special 1mp11eations for this study. It demonstrates 
that religious women have a concern about certain body parts s1m1-
lar to that of 
•rests Load1n5s 
2J. Height .,1 
24. Age • 7 
28. Sex .39 
B. Fingers .J8 
26. Arms • )4 
This factor ls very difficult to interpret. Perhaps it in-
volves some ot the more global aspects ot one's body, e.g •• age, 
height, sex, rather than speo1t1c body parts. or perhaps this 
factor catches an underlying attitude towards the body that deals 
with those elements one 1s less able to modify in any way. 
T!!t§ 
JO. 
J6. 
J. 
37. 
Ha1rl1ne 
Forehead 
Hair 
Feet 
Ffctor H 
L91d1neas 
.66 
• 58 
.44 
.J2 
The 1tem~ in Factor H are related to hair, ex~ept ror feet 
which seems to be entirely unrelated. Actually. feet has a rela-
tively low loading aJll'W•Y• It ls significant that hairline and 
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forehead contr1bute more to this factor than ha1r. The obv1oua 
question 1s whether this ta peculiar to this subpopulation which 
consists of many members now wearing a modified headdreaa which 
uncovers the hair surrounding the forehead. 
The loadings or the teats making up Factors I, J. x. and L, 
are relatively low. Moreover. the teata appear to be unrelated 
to each other 1n many instances. Theretore these factors will not 
be interpreted. Actually, only thoae tactora whose e1gen values 
are less than 1.00 in orthogoml. solutions have been excluded from 
analysis. This criterion in the selection ot factors ls proposed 
by such authorities as Harman (1960). 
F1cssu: &;lal1s\1 - G1n9ral Cqmment1 
It is strange that Barrier and. Penetration do not appear on 
any or the various factors. Actually, Penetration has a low load-
ing on Factor I, but this factor has been eliminated from inter-
pretation. It just does not seem likely that body boundary bears 
no relationship to body aat1staot1on. Perhaps 1t 1s a methodo-
logical difference that accounts 1n part tor the lack ot relat1on-
ah1p between bod.7 boundary and body aat1stact1on 1n. th.is study. 
That is, the two tests dealing with body sat1stact1on and body 
parts acceptance are direct, self-report responses, whereas Bar-
rier and Penetration scores are based on responses to ink blot 
stimuli. 
In their review ot three attempts to develop a psychometric-
ally sound inkblot technique, Kobler and Doiron (1968) quote Zubin 
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who holds a similar viewpoint. Zubin maintains that low correla-
tions of the inkblot technique with outside criteria may well be 
due to the fact that the face value of scores derived from ink-
blots does not always serve as the basis for the interpretations 
but merely as the jumping-off-point for the interpretation. 
The failure to demonstrate a relationship between body 
boundedness and body satisfaction, confirms the summary statement 
made by hobler and Doiron (1968). As a result of their review, 
they concluded that the Holtzman has fared better when compared to 
cognitive, perceptual, and developmental measures than it has when 
related to personality questionnaires. ratings. behavioral meas-
ures, and differential diagnosis. Doiron h1mselt(l968) has added 
evidence to the former part of th1.s statement. In his study of 
cognitive correlates of body image he found several significant 
relationships between body image and problem solving efficiency 
measures, conceptual style, and incidental memory, in terms of 
complex interactions of barrier with penetration and sex. 
Some interesting relationships between body satisfaction and 
body acceptance are seen, especially, BAp• These relationships 
all lend considerable support to Holzberg and Plummer•s work. BAp 
appears in three of the factors and in those three factors, are 
seven of the eight body parts that Holzberg and Plummer list as 
parts often of concern to normal females. Only legs appears on 
another factor. Even the relationship of BAp to BAT is borne out 
1n Factor F. 
4J 
An inspection of the cosine matrix reveals several positive 
relationships between factors. It must be remembered that a nega-
tive cosine for the reference axes of the two hyperplanes indi-
cates a pos1t1ve relationship tor the hyperplanes involved, and 
vice versa. 
The fact that Factors A and C are positively related la un-
derstandable because the tour items loaded most heavily on Factor 
c--legs, calves, ankles, and knees--are an extension downward trom 
the h1pa and thighs concern 1n Factor A. The connection between 
Factors C and G is not so readily d1scern1ble. It the notion ot 
extremities is carried from Factor C, two items trom Factor G are 
related, 1.e., fingers and arms. Height, too, ta related to 
length ot extremities. However, age and sex are m1at1ts when the 
correlation between Factors C and G is interpreted in this con-
text. 
Factors B and E are poeit1ve17 related also. Once again, 
this relationship is easy to aee--both factors deal directly with 
the tace. Similarly, Factors E and H dovetail to present a more 
complete notion ot the important elements 1n the profile. 
Actually, the two common thread• running through the eight 
factors are reinforced in the relat1onehipa between factors. That 
1s, body satisfaction tor rel1g1oua women is primarily concerned 
with hips and legs: and with the many and varied presenting as-
pects ot the tace, particularly complexion, eyelashes and eye-
brows, profile, and hairline. 
Comparison of Subject! - BO<!X §at1staet1on 
Seventeen subjects who chose to remain 1n the traditional 
habit were matched closely w1th 17 subjects who chose to change to 
a contemporary habit. A score was eom~uted for each subject on 
each factor. Th1s score was simply the sum ot the scores obtained 
by each subject on three items which loaded the heaviest on each 
factor. For example, the three 1tema which had the highest load-
ing on Factor A were hips, weight, and thighs. A subject's score, 
then, for Factor A was the sum or her three scores on hips, weigh~ 
and thighs. on all but two of the factors the three highest items 
were all from the Body Cethex1s Scale with scores ranging from 1 
to 5. On two tactora, B and F, the three highest items included 
scores from the Body Parts Acceptance Teat which are not directly 
comparable to Body Cathex1s scores. rt was necessary, then, to 
transform these scores. BAF scores which ranged from O to 8 were 
transformed 1n such a way that a score or 8 would equal a score of 
5. and a score ot O would equal a score of 1. The linear trans-
formation which accomplishes this 1s x•.x(.5)+1. The linear 
transtormat1on which accomplishes this for BJ.ir scores (range from 
o to 20) is x•.x(.2)+1; and BAM scores (range trom o to 7) were 
linearly transformed by using the equation x•.x(.57)+1. 
1 tests were calculated to test tor the s1gn1t1oance of the 
difference between the means ot the scores obtained on each factor 
by the two groups. Only the difference between the means on Fac-
tor E was found to be stat1st1cally sign1f1cant. This really 
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seems to be an accidental difference; it doesn't make sense, psy-
chologically, why sat1efact1on with nose, nose length, and profile 
should d1ser1minate between no change and change habit groups. 
(Table 10 contains the means, standard deviations, and ! values 
for scores obtained by both groups on each factor.) 
One area of interest to explore is differences in body image 
variables that may characterize those subjects who choose to 
change to contemporary habit in contrast to those who choose to 
remain in the trad1.t1onal habit. That la, would there be some 
body image variables that would be a factor in that decision. 
aased on the scores obtained before the subjects actually made or 
acted on that decision, it seems that there la no essential d1f• 
ference 1n body sat1sfact1on and body acceptance 1n those Sisters 
who choose different types of clothing. One interpretation sug-
gested 1s that wearing a uniform and extreme type of clothing lev-
els differences 1n feelings ot body satisfaction. A second reason 
that may be contr1but1ng to the tact that no differences were 
found between the two groups prior to change of habit, is the na-
ture of the sample. All ot these Sisters were volunteers, and out 
of 190, only 17 did not change habit. It ls suggested that if all 
Sisters in a Community participated, there might well be some dif-
ferences 1n the two groupa formed on the basis of clothing choice. 
Comparison or SubJe;ts - BQd.l Bound.ar: 
Jn the light of what has just been said about body sat1s-
fact1on, it may not be surpr1s1ng to find out that there were no 
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s1gn1f1eant d1ff$renees between the two groups in Earr1er and Pen• 
trat1on scores 1n the first testing, 1.e., scores obtained before 
subjects were free to change to contemporary styles. Nor were 
there any significant differences between the groups 1n Barrier 
and Penetration based on the posttest scores, 1.e., atter habit 
change had been made by one group. However, as the analysis of 
variance shows, there was a stat1st1cally s1gn1f1eant difference 
within the change habit group. That ls, several months after this 
group had changed from a trad1tlonal to a CDl'ltemporary style habit, 
their posttest r::arr1er scores were significantly higher than their 
original ~arrier scores. The means and standard. deviations for 
Barrier scores are given 1n Table 11; the means and standard dev1-
at1ons for Penetration scores are g1ven in Table 12. Table 13 
shows the analysis or variance of ~arr1er scores; Table 14 shows 
the analysis of variance or Penetration scores. 
These findings are compatible w1th and lend support to find-
ings that rarrier score reflects body experience, and that bound-
ary attrj.butes can be mon1 tored during the course of intense mod-
ifying and altering experiences. Thus. the study demonstrates 
Fisher and Renj.k•s (1966) hypothesis that body boundary can be 
al tared. by procedures which causei the il1d1 v1dunl to shift his usu-
al ways of exper1enc1fl6 his body. The removal of habitual extreme 
type of eloth1ng, like a trad1t1onal habit, alters the way 1n 
wh1eh an individual distributes his attention to his bQdy. Where-
as the subjects 1n Fisher and Benik's study focused their atten-
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~ion on the boundary regions of their bodies v1a an experimental 
task, the subjects in this study focused their attention on the 
boundary regions of their bodies via a life experience. 
Table 11 
i•leans and Standard Deviations of Pre- and Posttest Barrier Scores 
Pretest 
Group l•1ean s.n. l>lean 
No Change Habit J.18 2 .. 20 J.47 
Change Habit 2.65 1.57 5.12 
'Table 12 
Means and Standard Deviations 
ot Pre- and Posttest Penetration Scores 
Group 
.No Change Habit 
Change Habit 
hean 
2.76 
2.59 
Pretest 
S.D. 
2.29 
1.94 
Hean 
Post test 
S.D. 
2.57 
2.87 
Post test 
s.n. 
1.68 
1.81 
4"' (, 
Table 13 
Analysis of Variance for Pre- and :,osttest Barrier Scores 
of No Change and Change Habit Groups 
Source df MS F 
Between Ss 
.ll 
A 1 s.31 .6) 
Ss w groups j2 8.48 
Wlth1n Ss J! 
B 1 J2.49 9.91** 
AB 1 20.1) 6.14t:· 
Bx Ss w groups )2 ).28 
* p < .os. 
** p <.01. 
Table 14 
Analysis of Variance for Pre- and Posttest Penetration Scores 
ot No Change and Change Habit Groupe 
Source df MS F 
Between Ss 
.ll 
A 1 ).28 • 55 
Ss w groups )2 6.oo 
W1th1n Ss J!!: 
B 1 4.25 2.10 
AB 1 6.51 3.22 
Bx Ss w groups )2 2.02 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
A natural occurring life experience was capitalized on as a 
means of studying the relationship between certain body image vari-
ables and clothing. Religious women were tested before they re-
ceived the option to change to a contemporary style habit, and re-
tested four to five months later. The specific purpose of the 
study was to determine the common factors involved in the measure-
ment of the body image variables~-body boundary, body satisfaction, 
and body parts acceptance; to explore any differences in these 
body image variables as they might be factors in the decision to 
wear traditional or conter-:porary dress; and to compare the no 
change habit and change habit groups to explore the effect of an 
abrupt and extreme change in dress on body image. 
The tests used to tap the three body image variables were the 
Holtzman Inkblot Technique, the Secord and Jourard Body Cathexis 
Scale, and the Body Parts Acceptance Test by Holzbere and PlUllll!!er. 
The 50 items obtained from the first testing battery were factor 
analyzed by using a principal axes solution with varimax rotations. 
Oblique hand graphical rotations were taken until the closest pos-
sible approximation to simple structure was obtained. Only a 
small group of subjects (Ne17) actually chose to remain in the 
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traditional habit. These subjects were matched closely with sub-
jects who had changed to a contemporary habit. In order to com-
pare these two groups, a score was computed for each subject on 
each factor. :.ecause body boundary scores d1d not appear on any 
or the factors, these scores were also used aa another means ot 
comparing the change habit and no change habit groups. This last 
comparison included re-test scores as well. 
General findings may be summarized as tollowsa 
1. The factor loadings of the final oblique matrix show a very 
clear structure, several factors plainly indicated. Generally, 
these factors define body satisfaction d1mens1ona: 
a. Satisfaction with body build focuses on the hip and 
areas, particularly related to weight. 
b. Closely related to this area of body satisfaction are 
the extremities, especially the legs. 
c. Concern with presenting aspects of th• race figure prom-
inently in tour separate d1mena1ons: racial complexion; 
eyelashes and brows, lips and vo1oea nose, especially 
nose length and profile; and forehead and. hairline. 
2. Body acceptance loads on several factors. The other items 
also appearing on these factors support Plummer and Holzberg's 
f ind1ngs of the body parts that are normally ot more concern to 
women than to men. 
a. Evidence is also available that religious women have 
maintained a concern over certain body parts consonant 
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with that of most normal women (It,cClelland &: Watt. 1968). 
J. Barrier and 2enetrat1on scores do not appear on any of the 
factors. It seems unlikely that there is no l!il.at1on between body 
boundary and body satisfaction. Perhaps the explanation lies in 
the difference 1n the types of tests used, 1.e., self-report in-
ventory versus projective technique. 
4. A comparison of no change habit and change habit groups based 
on first testing scores, computed for each factor of body sat1s-
faot1on, shows no essential difference in these groups. 'therefore 
the extent of body satisfaction, at least as defined and measured 
in this study, does not seem to enter into the dec1s1on to change 
or not change habit. 
5. An analysis of variance of Earrier and Penetration scores re-
veals 1 
a. No significant differences between no change and change 
habit groups 1n either Barrier or Penetration at the 
time of the first testing. 
b. No signU"icant differences between groups four to five 
months after the option to change habit had been given. 
c. A statistically significant difference within the change 
habit group. that ls, these subjects had a significantly 
higher Barrier score after habit change. This substan-
tiates earlier findings that fluctuations in body bound-
ary result when one experiences a shift in the usual way 
of experiencing one's body. It extends earlier research 
to include a rlBtural life experience 1nvolv1ng longer 
duration than the previous laboratory exi)er1tnet1ts. 
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A P P E N D I X 
BODY CATHEXIS SCALE 
Instructions: Below are listed a number of ~things characteristic of 
ylllurself. You are asked to indicate which things you are sAtisf'ied 
With exadly as they are, which things you worry about and would like 
to change if it were possible, and which thines you he.ve no fselings 
about one way or the other. Consider e2.ch ittm lL;tsd beJ..0w and en-
circle the nunber which best repres1=mts your feelings acco1·ding to the 
following scale: 
1 Have strong feelings and wish change could somehow be made. 
2 Dun•t Eke, b11t can put up wi-::.h. 
3 H."l.ve no p;'i.rticular feelir::g:::; one way or the other. 
4. Am satisfied. 
5 Consider myself fortunate. 
1 2 3 4 5 hair 1 2 3 4 5 width of shoulders 
1 2 3 4 5 facial complexion 1 2 3 4 5 arms 
1 2 3 4 5 appetite 1 2 3 4 5 bust 
1 2 3 4 5 distribution of hair 1 2 3 4 5 sex (male or 
over body feh'.ale) 
1 2 3 4 5 nose 1 2 3 4 5 eyes 
1 2 3 4 5 fingers 1 2 3 4 5 hair line 
1 2 3 4 5 thighs 1 2 3 4 5 hips 
1 2 3 4 5 wrists 1 2 3 4 5 skin texture 
1 2 3 4 5 calves 1 2 3 4 5 lips 
1 2 3 4 5 waist 1 2 3 4 5 lees 
1 2 3 4 5 energy level 1 2 3 4 5 teeth 
1 2 3 4 5 back 1 2 3 4 5 forehead 
1 2 3 4 5 ears 1 2 3 4 5 feet 
1 2 3 4 5 chin 1 2 3 4 5 sleep 
1 2 3 4 5 nose length 1 2 3 4 5 voice 
1 2 3 4 5 ankles 1 2 3 4 5 eye brows 
1 2 3 4 5 neck length 1 2 3 4 5 knees 
1 2 3 4 5 shape of hea.d 1 2 3 4 5 posture 
1 2 3 4 5 body build 1 2 3 4 5 eyelashes 
1 2 3 4 5 profile l 2 3 4 5 face 
1 2 3 4 5 height 1 2 3 4 5 weight 
1 2 3 4 5 age l 2 3 4 5 back view of head 
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BODY PARTS ACCBPTANCE TEST 
Instructions: Separate the following body parts into two approximately 
equal lists: 
1) parts of my body with which I am satisfied 
2) parts of m.Y body with which I am dissatisfied 
lips face ears eyebrows skin color skin shoulc;l.ers 
back eyelashes elbows hands facial complexion knees 
. 
hips fingers teeth hair on body legs thighs profile 
------------------------------------
1) Parts of m.Y body with 
which I am sat_isfied 
2) Parts of my body with 
]rhich I am d:i_ssatisf:ie d 
S8 
POBM BBQUBSTING PERSONAL INPORMATION 
1. Identification Number: 
2. Age: 
J. Nationality: 
4. Number of years since reception of habit: 
5• Education: (Circle highest completed) 
Grade School High School B.A. 
6. Occupation: (Circle current occupation) 
M.A. 
Teacher: Elementary High School · College 
Nurse; Student; Other (Please specify) 
Administration: Teaching Nursing Other 
Number of years in current occupation: 
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Ph.D. 
List any physical defects you may have, e.g., cleft palate, 
disability due to polio• etc. 
B. List any chronic illnesses you may have, e.g., arthritis, 
cardiac condition, etc. 
Have you ever had any psychiatric or psychological help? 
Yes No 
-----
If yes, how long ago: ----~~; for how long: 
List any changes (other than habit change) in your life style, 
since August, 1968, that is not common to most of the Sisters 
in your Community, e.g., living in an apartment: 
FORM B.!Q.UESTING PERSONAL INFORMATION 
(oont1nued.) 
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11. Which option regarding habit change that was offered to you 
at the end of your Chapter, are you currently following: 
traditional habit 
modified habit 
contemporary habit . 
ordinary women's clothing 
12. If you have changed habit, was this before or after you 
were initially tested for this project: 
(Complete one of the following statements) 
I changed habit 
---
weeks before I was initially tested. 
I changed habit 
---
weeks after I was initially tested. 
13. (Check one of the following) 
I believe Sisters should wear a distinctive habit, 
so that they can always be recognized as Sisters. 
I believe Siste·rs should have the option of wearing 
ordinary women's clothing, although I would not care 
to wear ordinary clothing myself. 
I believe Sisters should have the option of wearing 
ordinary women's clothing, and I would like to take 
this option myself. 
, 
..... 
2. 
.., 
::). 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
Table ) 
Code Number and List of 3od.)' Imase Ve.rieblea 
Included. in Factor Analys1s 
:Bar.rier 26. Arms 
Penetration 21. Buet 
P.air 28 • Sex (Male or Feale) 
Facial Complexion Z9. Eyes 
Appetite 30. Hair Line 
D1atr1but1on or Heir 31. Hips 
over :Body )2. Skin Texture 
Noaa '.)). Lipe 
F'1ngers )4. Legs 
lb3.ghs :;s. Teeth 
Wrists 16· Fo:ehead 
calves 1'/. Feet 
Walat ~. Sleep 
Enc'gy Level )9. Voice 
Back 40. Eyebrows 
Fara 41. Knees 
Chin 42. Posture 
Nolle Length 4). Eyalaahea 
Ankles 44. Face 
Neck Length 4.5. Ve1f.bt 
Shape of' Head 46. Back View of 11114 
Bod.J Build 4?. Total Bo4J O..taaai• 
Protile ~. Bo4y Ac~ total 
He18'lt 49. Bod.J Ac_,.... hale 
Age so. Body Ac.,.... lale 
Width of' Should.en 
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Table 4 
Intercorrelationa .Between Body Image Variables 
Va.r1-
able 1 2 J 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
l 20 
2 05 21 
J 10 00 44 
4 02 08 'Zl 56 
5 10 -04 -08 -07 40 
6 07 01 06 20 15 28 
7 -01 12 19 29 00 05 66 
8 04 02 17 07 -0.5 -01 28 j4 
9 -08 -08 -04 -os Z'I 01 00 16 58 
10 -04 0) 04 11 10 04 16 18 08 '.36 
n 02 08 04 00 25 0) -02 14 )7 2) 67 
12 04 -01 02 -04 28 10 -00 11 26 22 lS 53 
l) 02 21 13 14 2) 10 l) 10 05 -01 08 10 
114 -02 -01 04 00 18 l) l) 10 17 15 10 17 
~5 -01 10 -02 OJ 08 0) 18 14 12 )l 02 -oo 
16 
-09 06 -01 -01 l) 04 08 -0) 09 19 os 10 
117 -02 06 16 19 o6 -oo 66 21 10 20 o.s -os 
18 09 08 08 ... 04 17 03 04 04 10 29 )9 12 
19 01 -06 11 -02 07 -00 08 08 os 2:3 06 18 
20 06 09 18 16 0) -01 21 10 05 29 06 01 
21 -02 -06 06 OJ )0 11 09 19 )8 18 20 48 
22 
-08 OJ 11 24 OS 09 44 09 12 20 08 16 
2) 20 -01 17 11 -08 OJ 2j 25 -os 07 -14 12 
24 08 OJ 16 07 04 10 11 10 -07 11 -13 10 2; OJ -01 -OS ·OJ 24 lj 09 0) 09 1'.) 02 1) 
INote.-Decima.l places have been omitted.. 
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Table 4 (continued) 
Intercorrel&t1ona Between .Body Image Vari&blee 
Ve.rt-
a.bl• 1 2 ) 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 
26 11 -02 11 Oj 15 04 11 18 14 ~ 16 1? 
27 -03 09 10 11 16 11 15 13 10 16 10 18 
28 13 15 22 11 -01 05 15 24 -06 12 -09 06 
29 04 -D7 25 02 -02 03 15 08 -07 04 -1:; -10 
30 08 09 44 15 02 09 09 -01 01 06 -04 -06 
)1 
-07 -0) -oo -04 YI 05 02 06 58 11 26 42 
)2 
-oo 04 13 56 -0) 21 16 12 04 22 -07 00 
33 06 rn 01 02 -02 -95 00 00 -04 11 rn 13 
J4 01 1.5 05 -o6 28 00 -0.5 13 J6 18 67 11 
35 18 -01 09 13 01 18 14 -02 -15 00 o6 -01 
J6 01 01 22 17 09 -04 22 08 02 13 oe 07 
YI 01 06 18 13 04 11 10 OS 14 09 17 24 
J8 06 02 16 00 'l'l 06 02 11 00 -01 O:J 11 
39 01 08 14 17 12 1.5 14 12 -06 11 -01 OS 
40 
-os -03 12 -02 -02 05 -02 13 -o6 11 08 07 
41 -02 06 02 -12 24 08 01 17 'J'l 18 4.S 14 
42 -02 -02 00 0) 00 C'fl 02 01 06 08 01 25 
4) -11 -01 07 -01 -OS -Cf/ 10 06 -o.s 01 -o8 o6 
44 OJ -02 JO )4 -01 21 42 17 01 16 -01 07 
45 -01 -0'.) -02 -08 40 04 0) 15 38 11 22 53 
46 02 
-09 10 03 20 C1l 24 02 09 10 -02 2.5 
47 06 02 25 22 33 28 )2 26 
'' 
'6 21 48 
48 01 01 o6 11 14 rn 19 23 2) 11 17 22 
49 -OJ -01 OS JO 10 -o6 rn -01 '6 O:J 22 1) 
so 06 -01 -02 -18 15 09 1) )4 -00 06 -03 14 
Note.-Decbal placea have been omitted. 
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Table 4 (continued) 
Intercorrelations 3etween Body Image VariGbles 
Vari-
able 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2) 24 
lJ 29 
14 'Z'I 44 
15 12 19 )1 
16 02 07 29 29 
17 09 09 28 20 66 
18 -o:; 03 14 11 12 41 
19 -01 15 06 19 11 1.5 J6 
20 13 23 18 23 1.5 is 36 J6 
21 12 35 13 07 08 04 16 15 .58 
22 os 25 10 12 J8 06 11 18 )1 44 
23 05 09 06 -01 15 ... 04 09 1) 19 17 )4 
24 03 1) ·00 00 01 02 -01 14 14 04 34 )4 
2.5 11 )2 25 16 14 -02 17 )0 24 15 1.5 07 
26 08 )2 07 07 09 22 29 29 26 1.S 28 20 
'Zl 13 14 14 09 21 07 04 -00 )0 
'' 
16 03 
28 12 09 19 06 12 01 03 1.5 09 OS 'Z'I )0 
29 04 15 06 08 24 01 10 13 -os 10 26 15 
30 04 05 05 02 18 07 06 20 00 1) 10 15 
31 14 16 16 13 12 06 -02 06 46 13 04 03 
32 14 17 13 15 23 -00 -oo 14 10 19 08 10 
33 17 06 -04 05 02 1.5 03 09 04 14 12 07 
'4 11 15 OJ 06 07 41 17 11 19 09 -05 -08 
)5 11 06 -08 -07 02 10 05 06 -01 0) 12 04 
36 17 ()l} 18 10 22 12 09 23 04 07 11 0) 
Note.-Decillla.l places have been Ofllitted. 
Table 4 (continued) 
Intercorrelat1ons Between Body Image Variables 
Vari• 
able 1j 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2J 24 
11 21 1J 12 ·01 1J 09 01 lJ 21 15 02 09 
38 24 1J -08 -08 -06 01 13 -01 13 00 07 13 
J9 15 o6 r:tl -03 10 05 10 OJ 10 06 06 (]'/ 
40 
-0.5 08 OJ 07 -01 01 20 12 r:tl OJ 01 -02 
41 08 18 19 t1 05 28 12 21 19 0.5 -os -os 
42 2J 44 04 -03 -04 02 18 1.5 28 14 02 -04 
4J 11 21 -03 -01 04 ·1J 09 08 OS 11 06 0.5 
44 1J 20 10 04 J6 10 18 29 20 J6 2.5 20 
4.5 16 2) 08 19 08 12 08 01 .5J 14 o6 05 
46 02 14 10 10 15 04 12 19 20 14 16 18 
47 29 42 25 19 )2 27 28 )J 58 ,, 28 26 
48 10 2.5 06 -02 11 09 OS 09 25 21 01 OJ 
49 05 09 -OJ -01 11 17 -os 04 17 1.5 -02 -06 
50 08 29 13 -05 -01 -OJ 07 04 20 -02 -01 lJ 
Note.-Dec1mal places have been omitted. 
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Table 4 (continued) 
Intercorralations Bat~ean Body Image Varia.blaa 
Vari-
able 25 26 27 28 29 )1 J2 JJ J.5 
25 J2 
26 28 4J 
27 14 21 41 
28 03 17 21 JO 
29 04 08 00 25 26 
JO o6 10 07 18 21 50 
31 18 15 19 05 -o:; 04 S8 
J2 11 1;) 17 1) 08 OS 05 56 
JJ 0,5 16 10 22 1) OJ 11 14 24 
34 OS J4 -oo 00 -07 01 24 -04 17 67 
5l -14 01 1) 11 1J l1 ... 04 09 11 -01 21 07 23 2.5 20 16 50 15 o6 15 os 20 50 
YI -01 04 19 11 -04 16 18 06 01 12 02 2.5 
:38 04 11 15 22 18 00 1J 04 -0:3 10 21 02 
39 o6 18 1J 15 17 09 10 22 14 09 16 12 
~ 20 20 11 1.5 10 09 01 07 19 14 -04 10 
41 08 2.5 09 08 -06 -05 23 -oa 10 50 -09 09 
42 17 1.5 19 0.5 ·OJ •OJ 23 15 22 16 21 06 
4J 15 09 -01 12 2). 11 04 00 22 00 -04 02 
44 18 2J l1 22 22 21 11 29 19 09 19 19 
45 16 15 18 18 -09 -o6 so -oo 1) 29 -11 00 
id) 28 24 22 21 09 20 18 06 17 01 07 JO 
47 J2 4) 41 )0 19 24 51 JO 24 J2 14 '.3) 
48 13 . '"' i,... 05 00 -05 22 08 0) 17 -01 03 :....) •I 
49 0.5 04 08 02 06 -02 JO 21 11 20 •12 06 
.50 1.5 OB 04 OJ -0.) -09 OS -09 -Q9 OS -05 -06 
Note.•Deo1mal places have been Olllltted. 
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Table 4 (continued) 
IntercorJ.~lo.tiona Between Body Imap Variables 
Vari• 
able 'JI )8 J9 40 41 42 4) 44 45 46 47 l.f8 
71 32 )8 02 )1 
J9 08 Jl 31 
40 0.5 14 )1 J4 
41 17 -o4 u 16 So 
42 17 lJ 10 09 1) 44 4, 
-01 07 19 J4 11 21 J4 
44 1.5 07 29 12 0:3 16 19 4.S 
4.5 14 07 -00 01 25 ~1 -02 07 53 
46 15 14 13 23 16 14 2:3 18 11 )9 
47 )2 26 JO 26 JJ 41 16 45 So )9 .SS 
48 14 01 09 18 18 20 14 22 22 14 )S 67 
49 r// 04 07 07 04 01 11 20 18 09 25 67 
50 08 07 04 0) 12 21 08 o6 16 04 18 66 
No~•.•Ded.•l placea have been oaltted.. 
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Table .5 
Unrotated Principal Ana Factor Solution 
Factor 
Vari• 
able A B c D I F G H I J K L 
1 04 08 02 13 -14 -02 -26 08 13 -o'/ 04 -07 
2 o6 o6 •1.5 -02 -o6 04 -11 16 •14 10 12 22 
j 26 "11 -12 0.5 -24 02 -18 -18 04 -1.s -08 01 
4 2) 42 -12 -41 -29 -08 1.5 20 08 -15 05 OS 
s J6 _,, 02 09 -0) -"20 -11 os -13 -01 2.5 _,, 
6 20 08 08 -02 -13 -10 -04 28 -06 •13 08 -16 
1 40 42 -08 _,, 26 01 -22 -01 ... 2S -14 -1) 
8 
'' 
r:n o6 -os 09 21 ·:32 02 15 12 0) 19 
9 )9 -49 -12 -2) 01 -16 02 -20 01 -<>2 02 -02 
10 40 02 -22 o6 22 o6 0.5 18 15 -10 o6 10 
11 )4 
-41 -48 -02 -20 15 -10 09 01 0.5 -09 -0) 
12 46 -:n 24 08 -04 -26 00 -0) 13 -03 •13 08 
1) )0 0.5 08 01 •17 -o6 -06 18 •32 10 r:t/ <:fl 
14 48 
-os 24 01 12 11 09 18 •1S -o8 -11 -o; 
15 29 o.s -1) -04 "11 -04 -04 09 •18 -OS 2S 16 
16 21 -02 -18 02 )2 -13 16 03 ... ... 19 02 
17 )9 
'' 
-26 -)4 
'' 
-04 -12 -09 -ocJ ., -00 •1.5 
18 28 -16 -4) 09 -05 12 -10 09 12 -oa -00 -06 
19 )0 04 
-o'/ 'Zl 19 14 1) OJ 10 -12 -14 •19 
20 39 19 -11 14 22 12 1) ,, -01 •25 -05 02 
21 59 -26 25 -0) OS •23 -01 0) 12 -03 -1.s 01 
22 44 17 -0) 
-27 14 ·CTI 11 0, OJ 13 41 -oe 
2) 27 3) 1.5 12 01 -11 •17 -OJ i ,,., -o6 OS 24 21 25 18 16 00 -10 -19 -01 -11 10 VI 
2.5 'Jl -01 15 11 30 -oo 21 
°' 
-o6 -10 14 -14 
Note.-Dec1•1 plaeea haw been Ollltted.. 
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Table 5 (continued) 
Unrotated Principal AXea Factor Solution 
Factor 
Vari-
able A B c D I F G H I J K L 
26 
.50 02 -07 29 07 10 OS 07 23 -OS 00 -0) 
27 41 01 OS -04 ·OJ -20 -04 06 -12 12 -01 08 
28 )2 JO o6 18 -01 -o.s -16 -07 08 12 20 2.5 
29 17 'JI 02 1) -01 . 07 -00 -18 OS 10 09 -14 
30 2) 'JI -21 15 -1) _..1, -'11 -32 -17 -30 -o4 -OJ 
)1 51 -)9 o6 -11 -01 -)2 07 •19 -04 06 07 00 
)2 31 JJ -02 -29 -1J -09 27 
'' 
11 -OS 21 09 
)J 25 08 -04 17 -16 05 21 -02 06 21 -04 20 
J4 41 -44 -9-3 14 -11 26 -OS t;f/ (1/ 11 -04 -04 
~ 11 24 -01 12 ·'Z'l -04 -12 19 -09 04 -16 ... 16 35 'Z'l -25 1) -08 -14 -06 -27 -28 -16 -02 08 
YI JJ -oo -0,5 -o6 -12 -u -11 ·0) -22 -14 -1.5 21 
38 23 05 19 22 -29 -01 -11 07 -05 17 16 -24 
)9 )0 21 05 12 -23 12 07 01 -o6 19 21 -09 
40 26 07 04 2S -o? 28 26 -14 -01 09 1) 04 
41 40 
-J6 -27 14 (1'/ 20 -OS -00 -09 08 OJ 12 
42 38 .. 09 Zl 10 -11 09 20 22 -21 01 ·j() 1l 
4) 20 15 21 14 -01 27 : -2) -09 20 -04 06 44 49 40 -oo -12 -06 10 02 11 01 -12 -09 
4.5 49 -4) 16 -02 04 -Z'I -06 -o.s 09 09 02 08 
46 42 11 09 18 OS -09 11 •25 .(l6 01 03 -07 
47 89 02 0.5 06 -06 -11 01 03 02 -01 -01 -01 
46 46 -18 30 ·)9 -10 46 -10 -14 -o2 ·16 07 -01 
49 :n -17 02 -51 •31 21 21 -'Zl 14 -09 1.S -04 
so 25 •17 ''-7 -<rl 18 4) -'Jl 04 -14 •19 05 02 
Note.•Dec1aal place• have been omitted. 
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Table 6 
F1nal 'l'ranaforu.t1on Matrix 
A B c D E F G H I J K L 
A 91 00 -16 -01 00 -(!/ 00 -00 00 -10 00 01 
B 00 99 -oo 00 ·17 08 -09 00 00 00 -o6 -10 
c 18 00 
-95 -oo 00 03 -10 -00 rn -02 00 08 
D 00 00 01 91 00 00 00 -07 00 00 00 00 
E 00 -12 01 01 95 -OS 00 •1? -OS -18 00 02 
F -18 01 -06 01 -09 97 -01 04 02 0) -14 00 
G 16 00 -18 08 00 01 -98 -00 02 00 00 02 
H 
-03 00 rn 11 11 -OS 1.5 -98 00 00 00 08 
I 02 00 00 01 00 14 00 09 -95 08 00 00 
J 01 -0) -00 08 20 "04 00 03 •28 -98 00 00 
J( JO 00 -07 )8 00 17 00 -0) 09 00 •99 17 
L 00 00 14 00 00 -01 02 o.s -01 00 00 -98 
Note.•Deoi!llal placea ha.ve been omitted. 
Table 7 
f!'a.tr1x of Cosines of Reference Vectors 
A :a c D E F G H I T" K L 
" 
A 1.00 
B 
- .oo 1.00 
c 
- .35 - .01 l.00 
D .ll .oo - .02 1.00 
E .02 
- .29 .0) .04 1.00 
F •• 17 .10 .... 10 .08 
- .18 1.00 
G - .18 
- .09 .29 - .o6 .OJ - .04 1.00 
H .01 .02 
- .06 - .19 - .27 .10 - .15 1.00 
I .02 ~01 - .oa .01 - .11 - .10 - .02 - .08 1.00 
J 
- .11 .os .O.) - .01 - .J? .02 .oo .01 .21 1.00 
K 
- .Z/ - .06 .08 - .)8 .02 
- .)0 .01 .o; - .10 - .oo 1.00 
L .CY/ .... 10 
- .22 .07 .04 .O) - .02 - .1; .OJ - .01 ... 16 l.OO 
-..J 
...., 
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Table 8 
Final .P.ota:ted Obli:~ue f'actor Solution 
Factor 
Vari-
able A B c D t' ..., F' G H I J K 1 
1 -10 -01 09 -12 -os 04 26 01 -04 -07 -02 18 
2 -10 OS 11 -01 01 -o6 02 -o2 35 00 -co 01 
J -11 13 10 01 07 (fl 19 44 -o.s -12 -01 02 
4 
-o6 68 -OJ -06 05 02 ... 04 14 07 -07 -01 -03 . 
s JB -10 0' -o6 -07 04 -07 -01 Qi 17 -10 45 
6 -01 22 -o.s -18 -06 02 02 0) 0) 09 12 28 
7 -07 -01 01 -03 68 os 10 -o2 09 -o4 01 04 
8 -o8 -os 20 0:) 20 20 JB -<>9 18 -0) -02 -o6 
9 54 03 16 -00 0) 08 -12 02 -0.5 -00 -1.5 -<>9 
10 -o.s 1.5 
'' 
-o6 -01 -os 21 -02 12 '6 09 -1) 
11 O? 00 64 -04 02 -02 -08 02 01 -oa 02 -02 
12 44 -01 01 •<YJ -o? -o4 18 01 -tll -02 24 -02 
13 07 01 -137 •01 02 -02 .. 07 05 32 -OJ 17 24 
14 01 0) -00 
-os 01 1) 02 -02 02 23 )8 10 
1.5 05 00 02 -CY/ 02 01 01 01 lJ.1 4) -05 ... 04 
16 14 04 04 01 -01 
-13 -o4 -02 17 42 -01 -os 
17 (fl -00 04 O) 6J -04 -01 -00 1) 08 ·1.5 02 
18 
-<YI OS 54 -(1'/ -02 -04 10 09 -02 12 -02 -01 
19 -14 -o6 24 01 02 -0) 14 06 -22 J1 2) 00 
20 -16 10 21 -OJ -OJ 02 09 2) 01 41 18 -14 
21 44 04 01 -12 os 02 18 -0) -rll 04 2.5 01 
22 1) 1.5 OJ -OJ 4J -oB 00 -()j -09 -02 20 -10 
23 01 02 00 02 18 -<Yl 51 0, -o6 -02 OS -00 
24 -01 06 
-04 -04 -06 05 47 10 01 fYl -01 07 
2S 12 01 -o9 01 -os 07 -00 -0) 01 45 10 11 
Note.-Dec1saal place• have been oa1ttad. 
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Table 8 (continued) 
F1n&l Rotated. Oblique Factor Solution 
Factor 
Vari• 
able A B c D E F G H I J K L 
26 
-04 o.s 
.: 08 -OS -02 6: 05 -OS 28 15 02 27 23 CY/ -02 1,5 -11 os 20 -01 13 10 
28 02 04 01 19 02 -04 )9 11 29 02 -o6 rn 
29 -oe -01 -o.s 26 16 02 17 12 -o6 04 -11 16 
'° 
-01 04 -o4 -OJ -04 ..:01 -01 66 -02 rn -0) 00 
)1 66 03 -04 rn -00 -01 -09 06 OS -01 -o6 f1l 
'2 00 67 -OS 02 -os -04 02 -OS 19 17 0) 04 
)3 04 10 14 31 00 -18 11 -01 08 -o.s 14 -rn 
)4 03 -04 69 11 -00 -01 02 -03 -01 00 0) 02 ).5 
-17 06 04 -11 11 •1) 08 13 -OS -18 24 27 )6 08 -01 01 01 02 -08 -06 SS 16 09 02 -01 
'YI 12 (f/ 0) -17 -01 02 -05 32 18 -06 19 -10 )8 06 -0) -05 16 00 OJ 14 -02 -00 -10 01 so 
39 -04 15 02 )1 04 01 08 -o2 12 01 -01 
'' "° 
-o6 02 10 46 -10 08 04 03 01 1.S 01 04 
41 r:t/ -16 46 09 -02 0) 01 -00 18 16 os -o6 
42 01 01 00 -01 -03 -01 -r:n -00 02 -01 S6 -01 
4) -0) -os -09 49 (1/ 08 -04 -01 -0) 01 11 -04 
~ -o8 29 08 10 28 CTI 17 13 -10 01 1) 02 
4.S 56 -a'/ 04 -0) 01 -02 13 -09 06 01 OS 04 
46 22 -o6 -09 21 OS -01 o6 22 -0) 16 04 10 
47 j1 18 16 04 10 02 22 17 08 16 22 1.5 
48 o6 19 03 14 02 74 -o4 02 -o.s -rn -OS -02 
49 30 46 04 )1 -0) 46 -22 06 -16 •17 -)2 -10 
so -16 -19 -o6 -12 -o4 67 1.S -01 09 10 10 09 
Hote.•Dec1Ml placaa have been Oldtt.ed. 
Vari.• 
able 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
lJ 
14 
l.5 
16 
l? 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
2) 
24 
25 
Table 9 
Means and Standard Devla.t1ons of Body Image Variables 
Mean s.D. 
J.JS 2.12 
2.40 1.85 
J.)8 1.)4 
3.05 l.Jl 
J.42 1.28 
J.09 1.22 
J.29 l.00 
J.40 i.10 
2.68 1.24 
J.80 .12 
).16 l.17 
2.97 l,,, 
J.49 l.:31 
J.4, 1.0,5 
J.76 .87 
J • .59 .8j 
J.44 l.00 
).61 .99 
J.,52 .91 
J.71 .78 
).15 l.25 
2.99 1.14 
J.6? .99 
~ ·,......-. 
.89 ..,,.. ,i.,J,,. 
J.,50 .88 
Vari• 
able 
26 
27 
28 
29 
)0 
)l 
)2 
J) 
~ ).5 
)6 
1l j8 
39 
40 
41 
42 
4) 
44 
4S 
46 
47 
48 
49 
So 
J.57 
).25 
4.24 
4.02 
J.66 
2.12 
).44 
).80 
J.20 
),02 
3.6) 
J.)l 
J.78 
3.70 ).J9 
J.16 
3.)8 
) • .59 
J.56 
2.,59 
J.51 ).42 
11.27 
4.4) 
4.16 
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S.D. 
.as 
l.20 
.69 
.91 
l.O) 
1.27 
l.16 
.78 
1.18 
l.)5 
.as 
l.14 
1.27 
l.04 
1.09 
1,04 
l.19 
.97 
.9) 
l.)6 
.76 
.41 
2.50 
1.48 
l.46 
---------------------------------------------------
Factor 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
Table 10 
Means, Standard Deviations, and t Values of Scores Obtained 
on Factors A-H by No Change ind Change Habit Groups 
No Change Change 
Mean s.n. Mean s.n. ! Value 
7.88 J.2J 6.71 2.78 1.24 
9.76 J.OJ a.35 2.05 1.59 
10.41 2.57 10;00 2.77 .4J 
9,65 2.40 10.12 1.94 
-
.74 
10.65 1.97 7.47 2.81 J.48** 
9.76 1. 71 8.98 2.06 1.15 
11.71 1.64 11. J.5 1.57 .58 
10.41 2.40 10.29 1.93 .15 
**p .01. 
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